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Automatic garaged pen release on a computer system 
 
• For a garaged pen in a computer system, people with big hand/finger may have 
difficulty to remove the pen from garaged position. The design proposed here is to 
provide an easy and intuitive way for user to access the garaged pen, it also solves 
the problem of wasting system space for accessing the pen (finger scoop for 
example). 
• In this design, pen will be attracted in the garaged position by magnetic force, an 
actuator will move the magnets on the system side to pop the pen out when the pen 
release sensor is triggered.  See Figure 1. 
• To achieve this, the pen will have multiple magnets inside the pen body, on the 
system side there will be magnets with opposite polarity in the corresponding 
locations. Pen will be attracted to the garaged location by magnetic force. See Figure 
2. 
• While garaged, pen can be charged through pogo pin, or through wireless charging. 
• The magnet on the system side will be sitting in a moving tray connected with an 
actuator, the actuator could be a motor or solenoid. The actuator can move the tray 
between two positions: pen garage position, and pen release position. See Figure 2. 
• A proximity sensor will be located close to the pen garage, see figure 3. The sensor 
will be triggered when user put their hand close to the pen. The sensor then will 
send signal to start the actuator, the actuator will move the tray and the magnets on 
it to pen release position. The magnet will then pop the pen out from the garaged 
location. Se 
• After user take the pen and move their hand away from pen garage area, the 
actuator will move the magnets back to the pen garage position. 
• With this innovative new design, we achieved: 
– Natural and intuitive way to access a garaged pen 
– Save space on chassis by eliminating finger scoop 
– User with big finger will have no issue to access pen 
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